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A harmonious note on pitch: Scales of pitch
derived from subtractive model of comparison

agree with the musical scale

ROBERT ELMASIAN
Children’s Hospital and University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California

and

MICHAEL H. BIRNBAUM
University of lllinois, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois

Subjects judged "ratios" and "differences" in pitch between pairs of tones that varied in fre-
quency. Half of the subjects listened to stimuli that ranged from 191 tb 844 Hz; the other half
received a range that varied from 191 to 3740 Hz. For both ranges, the rank orders ofjudgrnents
in the two tasks were essentially the same. If subjects actually use ratio and difference opera-
tions on the same scale values, the factorial design should yield different rank orders for each
task. Instead, it was concluded that subjects use the same comparison operation for both tasks
but map the subjective comparisons to overt responses differently for each dependent variable.
If the comparison operation is subtraction, the data are consistent with the hypothesis that sub-
jective pitch is a log function of frequency; that is, differences on the musical scale predict both
the "ratio" and "difference" judgments. This result may resolve the previous discord between
musicians and psychophysical psychologists on the subjective scaling of pitch.

It is often stated that the psychophysical scale of pitch
and the Western musical scale are not linearly related.
Stevens (1975, p. 168) remarked, "Musicians are often
surprised to be told that the apparent size of a fifth ex-
pands to about seven times larger when it is moved from
a low-frequency interval, 64 to 96 hertz, to a higher-
frequency interval, 2048 to 3072 hertz .... This is also
true with octaves." Stevens based the "apparent size"
of the musical intervals on the mel scale, a psychophysi-
cal scale for pitch developed by Stevens and his associ-
ates (Stevens & Volkmann, 1940; Stevens, Volkmann,
& Newman, 1937). Stevens’s mel scale is nonlinearly
related to the musical scale. 1 The present paper, however,
derives a psychophysical scale of pitch that closely ap-
proximates the musical scale and is in harmony with previ-
ous research on stimulus comparison.

In the present study, pitch scaling is a byproduct of an
investigation of stimulus comparison. Previous research
has shown that judgments of psychological "ratios" and
"differences" are monotonically related for continua such
as heaviness of lifted weights (Birnbaum & Veit, 1974;
Mellers, Davis, & Birnbaum, 1984), loudness of
tonebursts (Birnbaum & Elmasian, 1977), and darkness
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of gray papers (Veit, 1978). (Quotation marks are used
around "ratios" and "differences" to distinguish task in-
structions or judgments from actual ratios and differences
or models that describe the judgments.) Because actual
ratio and difference operations are expected to produce
different rank orders in the factorial designs employed
in the cited studies, these results strongly suggest that sub-
jects used the same comparison operation under both "ra-
tio" and "difference" instructions (Birnbaum, 1978,
1979, 1980, 1982; Veit, 1978). For these continua, evi-
dence agrees with Torgerson’s (1961) hypothesis that the
"subject perceives or appreciates but a single quantita-
tive relation between a pair of stimuli."

Subjective continua such as heaviness, loudness, and
darkness are usually classified as "prothetic" (Stevens
& Galanter, 1957), because magnitude estimations ("ra-
tios") and category ratings ("differences") are non-
linearly related on these continua. Pitch, however, is
sometimes considered the foremost example of a second
class of continua called "metathetic" (Stevens &
Galanter, 1957), for which "ratio" and "difference" scal-
ing are supposed to agree. Mels, for example, were said
to be linearly related to category ratings and magnitude
estimations of pitch as well as the summation of just
noticeable differences (e.g., Stevens & Galanter, 1957;
Zwislocki, 1965).

It is possible that the reported agreement between the
mel scale, category ratings, and magnitude estimations
occurs because subjects actually do use two operations--
ratios and differences--with pitch. The present study was
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designed to investigate whether the rank orders of pitch
"ratios" and "differences" would be distinct (consistent
with the two instructed operations) or whether the rank
orders would be essentially the same for both tasks (con-
sistent with Torgerson’s hypothesis that subjects use only
one comparison process).

METHOD

The method is similar to that of Birnbaum and Elmasian (1977).
Subjects were presented with pairs of tonebursts. In one session,
they estimated the "ratio" of the pitch of the second tone relative
to the first in a pair; in another session, they judged the "differ-
ence" in pitch between the tones. Half of the subjects performed
the "ratio" task first, and half did the "difference" task first. (No
effect of task order was discerned.)

Task Instructions
The "ratio" task called for estimates of the "ratio of the pitch

of the second tone to the pitch of the first tone." The modulus (the
response for a "ratio" of unity) was designated" 100," and printed
examples were provided specifying that if the second tone seemed
"one-fourth" as high as the first, the subject should respond "25";
if it seemed "half" as high, "50"; "twice" as high, "200"; and
"four times" as high "400." Instructions encouraged the subjects
to use whatever numerical values best represented the "psycho-
logical ratios."

The "difference" task instructions required ratings of the "differ-
ence in pitch between the second and the first tone." Pitch "differ-
ences" were rated on a 9-point scale with category labels varying
from "1 = second tone is very, very much lower" to "9 = se-
cond tone is very, very much higher"; "5" was "equal."

RESULTS

Figure 1 plots the subjects’ mean "ratio" estimations
on a logarithmically spaced ordinate against their mean
"difference" judgments. The data for the narrow-
frequency-range group are displaced three units to the left
of the wide-range group. For both ranges, "ratio" judg-
ments are nearly a monotonic function of "differences,"
consistent with the theory that subjects performed the same
comparison operation in both tasks.

The theory of one operation can be written as follows:

Rij = JR(Sj -- ti) (1)

Dij = JD(Sj-- ti), (2)

where Rij and Dij are the "ratio" and "difference" judg-
ments; sj and ti are the scale values of the second and first
stimuli, respectively; and JR and JD are strictly monotonic
judgment functions. It follows that Ri~ = JR[J[~-I(Di~)];
hence, "ratios" are a monotonic function of
"differences."

5OO

400

500
Stimuli and Apparatus

Each signal was a 500-msec, 78-dB SPL tone burst generated
by a Wavetek 155, gated on and off with 5-msec rise-fall times by 200

a Grason-Stadler 1287B switch and presented monaurally over a
TDH-39 earphone. The interstimulus interval was 1 sec. o

Stimulus pairs were generated by a 5 × 9 factorial design (first
tone x second tone frequency) in which the five levels of the first,-

o I00
tone consisted of the first, third, fifth, seventh, and ninth frequency .~.
levels of the second tone. Four subjects received a "wide" range
of stimuli for which the nine levels of the second tone were 191, ._
277,402,582,844, 1200, 1770, 2570, and 3730 Hz. Another four
subjects were presented with a "narrow" range in which the nine
levels of the second tone were 191,230, 277,336,402,484, 582, =o 50
701, and 884 Hz. On a logarithmic scale of frequency, the stimuh--

"~ 40are evenly spaced and the wide range is twice the narrow range.

30Session Procedure
Written tests showed that each subject understood the intellectual

distinction between ratios and differences and could calculate them
numerically. Following task instructions and after a brief warm-
up, each judge completed 12 repetitions of the 5 × 9 design in each
session. The order of the 45 pairs within each repetition was ran-
domized by the computer program that controlled the experiment.

Subjects
The subjects were eight paid members of the academic commu-

nity of the University of California, San Diego. None of the sub-
jects considered themselves to be musicians or thought they could
be successful music majors, although most had had some informal
experience attempting to play pianos, guitars, harmonicas, etc.
One subject (H.C.) had participated in the Birnbaum and Elmasian
(1977) study.

2O
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"Difference" Rating

Figure I. Mean ~ratio" estimations for each stimulus pair as a func-
tion of mean "difference" judgments. Ordinate is spaced logarith-
mically. The results for the wide stimulus range have been displaced
three units to the right of the narrow-range results. Filled circles,
open circles, squares, open triangles, and f’dled triangles represent
levels I, 3, 5, 7, or 9 of the first stimulus, respectively. Compare
data with Figure 2.
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If the subjects had actually calculated both ratios and
differences on the same pitch scale, the plot in Figure 1
would not be monotonic. To illustrate this prediction, nu-
merical ratios (si/ti) are plotted against numerical differ-
ences (sj - ti) in Figure 2. A 5 × 9 design used the num-
bers 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 as the scale values for the first
stimulus (ti) and the integers 1 through 9 for the second
stimulus (sj). The predictions in Figure 2 are not mono-
tonic, and no strictly monotonic (nondegenerate) trans-
formation of either the abscissa and/or the ordinate will
result in a monotone plot (Birnbaum, 1978, 1980, 1982).
For example, 3/1 > 9/5 but 3 - 1 < 9 - 5. Thus, be-
cause the data in Figure 1 do not resemble the pattern of
predictions in Figure 2, they provide no evidence that sub-
jects performed both operations, ratios and differences,
as instructed. Instead, the results are consistent with the
theory that subjects used the same comparison operation
in both tasks.

Metric Analyses
Figure 3 shows "difference" judgments with separate

panels plotting the cell means for the narrow and wide
ranges. The abscissa indicates the nine frequencies for the
second tone, and separate curves are drawn for values of
the frequency of the first tone. Assuming responses are
linearly related to subjective differences (i.e., J~) in Equa-
tion 2 is linear), the curves should be parallel (Anderson,

10 I I I 1 I I I I I

Two-Operation
Predictions

¯
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Difference (sj-ti)
Figure 2. Actual ratio (A/B) plotted against actual difference

(A-B). Filled circles, open circles, squares, open triangles, and filled
triangles indicate values of I, 3, 5, 7, or 9 for B, respectively. The
values of the second stimulus (A) are I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9. Note
that the plot is not monotone. Compare pattern with Figure I.
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Figure 3. "Difference" ratings as a function of the second stimu-
Ins (log spacing) with a separate curve for each level of the first stimu-
Ins. The left panel is for the narrow-range group and the right panel
is for the wide-range group. The symbols indicate the different levels
of the first stimulus, as in Figures 1 and 2.

1974; Birnbaum & Veit, 1974). The curves are roughly
parallel, although there is a systematic deviation from
parallelism. Subjects virtually always recognize the
smallest frequency differences and rate them at least one
category unit from equality, that is, "4" or "6," depend-
ing on direction. Consequently, the curves are steep near
"5" on the ordinate ("equal in pitch"). An opposite devi-
ation was observed by Birnbaum and Elmasian (1977),
who found that subjects tended to say too often that a 6-
dB difference in intensity was "equal" in loudness. This
pattern suggests that the nonparallelism may be attributa-
ble to a slightly nonlinear judgment function, Jo, relat-
ing subjective differences to overt responses.

Figure 4 shows the "ratio" judgments as in Figure 3.
The ordinate, however, is spaced according to the log of
the "ratio" judgments. If the ratio model holds and the
judgment function (JR in Equation 1) is any power func-
tion, the data should plot as a set of parallel curves on
the logarithmic ordinate. [The log of a ratio is a differ-
ence, log(s/t)a = alogs - alogt; therefore, plotting the
log of ratios results in the parallelism characteristic of
differences (Birnbaum & Veit, 1974).]

Given the logarithmic spacing of the ordinate,
parallelism in Figure 4 would be consistent with the ra-
tio model. The wide-range data, in particular, show a
steepness near equality (100 on the ordinate) similar to
the pattern for the "difference" judgments in Figure 3.
These deviations from parallelism also appear attributa-
ble to the judgment function.

The range of numbers individual subjects used to report
"ratios" varied widely. The largest mean "ratio" judg-
ments, averaged over repetitions, were 8.62, 6.98, 3.17,
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Figure 4. "Ratio" estimations plotted as in Figure 3, except that
the ordinate is logarithmically spaced.

and 3.13 by each of the wide-range subjects and 5.80,
3.47, 3.41, and 3.41 by each of the narrow-range subejcts.
In the same subject order, the smallest mean "ratios"
reported were. 17, .04, .25, .27 and. 11, .29, .30, .30.
Such intersubject differences in the range of "ratios"
reported are common (Birnbaum, 1980; Painton, Culli-
nan, & Mencke, 1977; Poulton, 1979). However, in-
dividual plots drawn separately for each subject showed
that individual data patterns closely resembled the pattern
in Figure 4. (See Birnbaum & Elmasian, 1977, for analo-
gous individual plots of loudness judgments.)

The one- versus two-operation theories were also com-
pared by the numerical techniques described in Birnbaum
(1980). The one-operation model of Equations 1 and 2
was further constrained to assume that JD was linear and
JR exponential. The two-operation model replaces the
difference operation in Equation 1 with a ratio operation,
Rij = a(sj/ti)° + c, where JR is a linear function of a power
function. The one-operation model provided a better fit
to the data for both ranges. When the "ratio" judgments
are fit with a ratio model, the two-operation model im-
plies that a physical ratio of 19.5 (3730/191) corresponds
to a subjective ratio of only 1.8! Furthermore, to explain
why this pair (3730/191) receives a mean judged’ ’ratio"
of 5.5, the two-operation model requires that judged "ra-
tios" be subjective ratios raised to the 3.67 power! These
values are inconsistent with previous theories. (See Birn-
baum, 1980, for further discussion.)

Nonmetric Analyses
In order to remove nonlinearities in the judgment func-

tions (sometimes called "response bias"), the data for
both tasks (Figures 3 and 4) were transformed to
parallelism via MONANOVA (Kruskal & Carmone,
1969), a computer program for nonmetric scaling. The
540 (5 x 9 × 12) judgments of each subject in each task
were separately rescaled to the model:

Tx(Xijk) = Sj -- ti + ek, (3)

where Tx is the strictly monotonic inverse of the output
function for task X; Xijk is the response ("ratio" or

"difference") to the kth repetition of stimulus pair ij; ti
and sj are the estimated scale values of the first and sec-
ond stimuli, respectively; and ek is an (error) effect of
repetition block. This transformation simultaneously at-
tempts to reduce first stimulus × second stimulus inter-
actions and all interactions involving repetitions. Separate
scale values are allowed for the first (t) and second (s)
stimuli to allow for order effects (Birnbaum, 1980, 1981).

Equation 3 is a subtractive model and can be applied
to both "differences" and "ratios." However, if the judg-
ments were assumed to represent ratios, then the values
derived from Equation 3 would be logarithmically related
to ratio model values.

Figure 5 plots the mean of the transformed judgments
for both "differences" (dots linked by lines) and "ratios"
(symbols as in Figures 1-4). The similarity of the points
and the lines is consistent with the hypothesis of one oper-
ation. The success of the transformation can be assessed
from the parallelism of the transformed scores. Parallelism
is consistent with either the subtractive or the ratio model.
The ordinate in Figure 5, however, would be linearly
spaced if the subtractive model were assumed, and it
would be regarded as logarithmically spaced if the ratio
model were assumed.

Each curve in Figure 5 represents an estimated scale
of pitch for the second stimulus. By averaging across the
different levels of the first stimulus, the five parallel
separate curves can be summarized by one curve. Simi-
larly, the vertical separation of points in each column
represents a scale of pitch for the first stimulus, and can
be summarized by averaging across levels of the second
stimulus.

Figure 6 plots the marginal means of the transformed
scores from Figure 5. Marginal means are estimates of

-3

Wide

I~1 ’462I 8~4I I I [1770 3730

Second Stimulus (Hz, Log Spacing)

Figure 5. Mean transformed responses, plotted against the second
stimulus with a separate curve for each level of the first, as in
Figure 3. The dots linked by lines show the "difference" results and
symbols plot the "ratio" results. The parallelism in the plots is an
indication of the success of the transformation in removing response
bias. Similarity of dots and lines is consistent with the theory that
one operation underlies both tasks.
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Figure 6. Subtractive model scales of pitch derived from Figure 5.
Circles show data from the "difference" task and triangles show data
from the "ratio" task. Filled symbols are estimates of scale values
for the second stimulus; open symbols are estimates of scale values
for the first stimulus. Data for the narrow-range condition should
be read agaiust the left ordinate; wide-range results should be read
against the right scale. For both groups, a straight line has been
drawn between the extreme open triangles. The abscissa is spaced
in equal steps of log frequency.

Sj and ti in Equation 3. Open symbols show the marginal
means for the first simulus (ti) and filled symbols for the
second (sj). The circles represent data from the "differ-
ence" task and the triangles represent data from the "ra-
tio" task. Both the narrow-range data, displayed on the
left, and the wide-range data are nearly linear when plot-
ted against log frequency. Only the values for the highest
and lowest second stimulus deviate from a line drawn be-
tween the extreme open triangles. The deviations may
represent an end effect, because the irregularity at 844 Hz
in the narrow range data is not evident in the wide range.
If the subtractive model is assumed, then Figure 6 indi-
cates that pitch is a log function of frequency.

Figure 6 provides a direct test of an idea suggested by
Rule, Curtis, and Mullin (1981) as an explanation of the
monotonic relationship between "ratios" and "differ-
ences." Rule et al. suggested that "ratio" scale values
for the first stimulus (standard) would show regression
to the mean, but "difference" scale values would not.
Figure 6 shows no evidence of any systematic difference
between circles and triangles ("differences" and "ra-

tios"): the effect of second versus first stimulus (filled
vs. open) appears the same for both tasks, representing
a slight order effect (Birnbaum, 1981). Mellers et al.
(1984) noted that this analysis has also been done for
studies of other continua with no support for the Rule et al.
idea. Furthermore, Mellers et al. (1984, Appendix) de-
veloped the biased standard theory mathematically and
showed that the idea cannot account for one rank order
in a factorial design.

DISCUSSION

The results for comparisons of pitch are similar to previ-
ous results for loudness, heaviness, and other prothetic
continua: the rank orders of "difference" and "ratio"
judgments are virtually identical (Figures 1 and 5). This
finding does not support the theory that subjects actually
performed both ratios and differences (Figure 2). At-
tempts to fit the data to a two-operation model were not
satisfactory. Instead, the data are consistent with the the-
ory that subjects used only one comparison operation,
despite instructions (Figure 5). The parallelism of the
transformed scores (Figure 5) implies that this compari-
son operation can be represented by either a ratio or a
subtractive model.

Differences in the metric form of the data for the two
tasks (remember that Figure 4 would plot as a diverging
fan if the ordinate were linear rather than log-spaced) can
be explained by different judgment functions for the two
tasks and the different ranges. If subjects performed differ-
ences throughout, the mapping of subjective differences
to overt responses would be roughly linear for the "differ-
ence" judgments and roughly exponential for "ratios."

The conclusion that one operation underlies both tasks
is consistent with the findings of Schneider, Parker, and
Upenieks (1982), who concluded that "ratios" and
"differences" of pitch can be represented by the same
operation. Schneider et al. used 10 tones, varying from
460 to 1370 Hz, presented in a triangular design of tone
pairs. The largest "ratio" judgment (1370:460) was 5.45
or 6.35 in two of their studies. Schneider et al. expressed
the reservation that if their subjective range were too
small, their data might be consistent with two operations.
However, the present data with ranges of 191-844 Hz and
191-3730 Hz appear to reinforce the conclusion of one
operation by reducing the reservation concerning stimu-
lus range.

The Metathetic/Prothetic Classification
The data call into question the usefulness of the

metathetic/prothetic classification, at least as applied to
comparisons of pitch versus loudness. The conclusions
for pitch are similar to our previous conclusions for loud-
ness (Birnbanm & Elmasian, 1977). Birnbaum and
Mellers (1978) found similar results for position, another
so-called metathetic continuum. Since agreement between
"ratio" and "difference" results is a defining feature of
metathetic continua such as pitch or position (Stevens,
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1957; Stevens & Galanter, 1957), it is tempting to agree
with Warren and Warren’s (1963) contention that the
metatheticiprothetic distinction may be spurious.

The belief that the ratio model and the subtractive model
yield the same pitch scales may have survived because
few studies had contrasted pitch "ratios" and "differ-
ences" under comparable conditions when the assertion
was made. However, there are findings that are consis-
tent with the present results. Lewis (1942) reported that
pitch scales derived from fractionation, bisection, and the
equating of supraliminal pitch extents were in disagree-
ment. Frazen, Nordmark, and Sj6berg (1972) also found
nonlinearity between pitch scales derived from "ratio"
techniques (which roughly approximated power functions)
and pitch scales derived from category and Thurstonian
scaling (which approximated logarithmic functions of fre-
quency). Similarly, Schneider, Parker, Valenti, Farrell,
and Kanow (1978) report that category ratings of pitch
intervals were nonlinearly related to magnitude estima-
tions of pitch intervals. Schneider et al. (1982)found that
"ratios" and "differences" of pitch yield the same scale
when one operation is assumed for both tasks.2

Stevens and Galanter (1957) had difficulty getting
category scales to appear to agree with the mel scale. Their
category scales were concave downward when plotted
against mels, although magnitude estimations appeared
to agree with mels. Only after differentially crowding
stimuli at the higher frequencies or after using separate
category scales for low and high frequencies were they
able to get cateogry scales to approximate the mel scale.
Since judgment functions can be altered by changes in
stimulus spacing (e.g., Birnbaum, 1982; Mellers & Birn-
baum, 1982), the claimed agreement between pitch "ra-
tio" and category scaling can be questioned, especially
in light of the present evidence.

Ratio or Subtraction?
While the present metric "ratio" and "difference"

results clearly differ, the rank orders of judgments in the
two tasks are essentially the same. Since this order is con-
sistent with either the ratio or difference model, it is use-
ful to consider additional evidence in deciding which
model best represents the data.

Four lines of argument favor the subtractive model.
First, an explanation has been offered for the exponen-
tial JR function that makes "ratios" appear to fit the ra-
tio model (Birnbaum, 1978, 1980; Birnbaum & Veit,
1974). This explanation can account for the effect of
stimulus range and spacing on the function as well as the
effect of the response examples on the JR function (Birn-
baum, 1982; Mellers & Birnbaum, 1982). It also helps
explain individual differences in magnitude estimation.
As yet, no alternative ratio theory of the numerical judg-
ments (including contextual effects in estimations and rat-
ings) has been offered. Second, if the ratio model is as-
sumed, easterliness and westerliness of cities must be
nonlinearly related. The subtractive model can explain
easterliness and westerliness judgments with a single scale

that resembles the actual map (Birnbaum & Mellers,
1978). Third, "ratios of differences" and "differences
of differences" show two rank orders, consistent with the
instructed tasks, but "ratios of ratios" and "differences
of ratios" can be represented by a difference of differ-
ences model (Birnbaum, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1982; Birn-
baum, Anderson, & Hynan, 1984; Hagerty & Birnbaum,
1978; Veit, 1978). Fourth, the subtractive theory yields
scales that agree across six data arrays and with range-
frequency theory (Birnbaum, 1978, 1982). Eisler’s (1978)
attempt to save the ratio model (by postulating different
scales for different tasks) requires complex post hoc ar-
guments to explain an otherwise incorrect prediction
(Birnbaum, 1979), and it does not explain the results of
Birnbaum and Mellers (1978).

There is a special reason for prefering the subtractive
model in the case of pitch: the resulting logarithmic psy-
chophysical function is in agreement with the musical
scale, probably the oldest and possibly the most widely
used perceptual scale yet developed. On a log scale, equal
physical ratios span equal subtractive distances, and in
music equal ratios of frequencies span equal musical in-
tervals. For example, for musicians, the pitch interval
from 220 to 440 Hz is the same as the interval from 440
to 880 Hz, that is, one octave. With this representation,
changes in key correspond to the addition of a constant
and retain subjective distances among the notes within a
melody. Attneave and Olson (1971) have demonstrated
that nonmusicians as well as musicians transpose pitch
intervals consistent with a logarithmic scale. Dowling
(1982) and Shepard (1982a) also argue that psychophysi-
cal scales of pitch height should be logarithmic in order
to explain perception of music.3

Many psychophysical studies, however, have assumed
a ratio model and concluded that pitch is not a logarith-
mic function of frequency, much to the dismay of musi-
cians and musically oriented psychologists. If the subtrac-
tive representation of pitch comparisons is accepted,
however, perhaps psychophysicists and musicians will be
able to resolve their discordant debate on a harmonious
note.
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NOTES

1. For clear expositions of the disagreement between psychophysi-
cal and musical scales, see Lindsay and Norman (1977, p. 163) or Ward
(1970).

2. Schneider et al. (1982) concluded that the subtractive model should
be used to represent both "ratio" and "difference" judgments of pitch.
In one experiment. Schneider et al. found that four of six subjects yielded
subtractive model scales in agreement with the musical scale, but two
of their subjects yielded estimated scales that were positively acceler-
ated relative to the musical scale. Birnbanm (1981) noted that the usual
nonmetric analysis of a triangular design can lead to estimated scale
values that are nonlinearly related to the "true" scale values when order
effects are present but unanalyzed. In particular, if scale values for the
first stimulus are linearly related to scale values of the second stimulus
but the first scale values show less variance (as in Figure 6), a triangu-
lar analysis that ignores this order effect will yield estimated scale values
that are positively accelerated relative to "true" scale values. An order
effect may therefore explain possible differences in scales between the
present results and those of Schneider et al. (1978, 1982). It would be
interesting to know if the musical scale with an additional parameter
to represent the order effect would give a good fit to the Schneider et al.
data.

3. A unidimensional scale such as the log function cannot capture all
the features of the musical perception such as the repetition of tone
chroma every octave, or the effect of musical key on relations among
tones within a melody (Balzano, 1977, 1982; Dowling, 1982; Idson &
Massaro, 1978; Krumhansl & Kessler, 1982; Shepard, 1982a, 1982b),
though it provides a "well-tempered" starting point for the representa-
ation of pitch height.
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